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UNITED STATES PATENT office 
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Sigris CeWFaØy, Rochester N. K. 

Asperikaasdon January 21, 3 S, Sesa Re, 4338 

The preseat inventican relates to apparatulg for 
BitCºmatically reporting the fidentification, loca 
toga and/or the altitude of airplanes. 
Hn the dispatchºzºg of airplane trafic, by 

authorizag asca airplanes to trave over gpeci 
fied gro rottes at specified altitudies on vari 
ous astretches thereof, it is essential that the 
whereabouts of airplanes already given author 
zation to yin the vicinity be definitely known. 
Although pilots of airplanes flying over con 

mercial air rotates are seldon lost because radio 
range legs Gif courses guide them over the ground 
route, radio fixes and radio fan markers inform 
then when they have reached certain check 
points or statio is along the air route and a tin 
eters infort then of their altitude, there is a 
possibility that a pilot Emay not know what radio 

he is passing over. For reasons of safety, the 
dispatcher should be informed of the location, 
identity and attitude of each airplane by me 
characa as electrica apparatus automatically 
so that wrong indications or reports due to faire 
of the huga element; sare avoided. 

Kra View of the Koregoing and ottº“ eonsider 
sations, it is proposed in accordanc3 with the pres 
ent favetatiosa to grovide apparatig, a each radio 
fix, check-point or ground location, which by 
radio contraticating apparatus will commura 
cate with airplaces flying over such particular 
check-point only at one altitude at a time, so 
that if à plurality of airpligares fly over the same 
ceck-point at diferent atitudes, as is possible, 
gazeta rgdo ecializuication can be established 
with only orae airgale at a time, thereby avoid 
ing te posgibily of a Entilated code orother 
interference, 

?obre specificay, it is further proposed to 
trazgat the aformation, of airplane identity, 
airplane attie and checkpoint identity, from 
such check-point iocation to 8 centralized dig 
spatcher's office sad to then retransmit informa 
tige back to the pilot of s2ch airplane as to his 
identity, the atistide at which he is flying and 
the check-Po?ta, Hve ig flying over, so that the 
pilot not only has the check-point specifically 
defined to him but also is informed of the fact 
thst his identity as well as the altitude at which 
he is flying over a particular check-point has 
been transmitted to the dispatcher. If the pilot 
fields that his identity or altitude was inproperly 
givea, he Enay call the dispatcher by radio-phone 
and correct the error thereover. 
Another object of the present invention resides 

in the provision of Ereans to prevent the transa 
assion of the ironation above entioned for 
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a second time during a single fight over the 
check-point or other ground location. 
ARother object of the present invention resides 

in utilizing the checkpoint located apparatus 
for transmitting the answer-back message fron. . 
the central office to the pilot of the airplane. 
Another object of the present invention resides 

in the provision of means for preventing the 
check-pointlocated apparatus from communicat 
ing with a second airplane until the complete 
answer-back information for a first airplane has 
been transmitted from the central office back to 
the pilot of such airplane. 
Another object of the present invention resides 

in the provision of mechanism at the check-point 
ground location for deterraining which one of a 
plurality of airplanes flying at different altitudes 
Over such location at the same time shall be first 
to communicate with the dispatcher's office 
through the medium of the check-point ground 
0Cated appa?ig. - 

Another caject of the present invention re 
sisties in the SEovision of code creating, code re 
peating, aris decoding mechanism for transmit 
ting by code the aforementioned information 
betweez, the airplane and the dispatcher's office. 
Otheir objects, purposes and characteristic fea 

tures of the present invention wil in par be 
porated out in the specification hereinafter and 
Will in part be obvious from the accompanying drawings in which: 

Figs. 1A and 1B show the airplane carried ap 
paratus, the apparatus located at a check-point 
and a portion of the apparatus located at the 
dispatcher's office; and 

Fig. 2 shows a time chart illustrating the se 
quence of operation of the various devices of the 
apparatus illustrated in Figs, A and 1B. 
Structure-Referring to Figs. 1A and 1B of 

the drawings, apparatus has been illustrated 
therein to show one embodiment of the present 
invention which apparatus is located at three 
different places, namely, on the airplane desig 
nated "Plane" by suitable legend, at the check 
point location CPS, shown by dotted lines, and 
at the central office or dispatcher's office DO also 
shown by dotted lines. On the airplane, as illus 
trated, are shown a pilot's radio transmitter 
receiver PIR which affords direct two-way radio 
comalinication between the plot and the dis 
patcher's office or sole operator under the dis 
patcher's jurisdiction, and in addition to this 
pilot's radio PR there is provided an airplane 
receiver R and an airplane transmitter T for 
the Spurpose of automatically communicating 
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trit the check-cis; radio traEIERSITraitéer CP SY’nd 
šine check-point, radio receiver CPR. The radio 
coamunicatica between the pilot's radio PCR, adi 
the dispatcher's gite OC nay ice estalisaei by 
taring of the carrieg or radio reg2ency (aiy 8S 
is also true of the establishigent of radio COX 
munication be&vTeen tie airpiate transmittEE PÉ 
and the check-goint receiver C$5, at ories 
to establish a radio communication, between the 
check-point transniates C-5 aid the airplate 
receiver PR no; czny must the radic fequency b? 
correct and confozin with the tilting of the Ee 
ceiverº PR, but tnere 2rknist, kope SpeErägapo&edi 2012 
thig radio frequegacy, a to Elect Arrerat which is ca 
pable of 2eing received by he airplane receiver 
PER. IF otežº Tvorcis, propeer tuair ag of the radio 
freiecy aydä proger un šireg of the tone current 
are gi recessay to establish radio coin Entrai 
cegion between Eue radio gransgrieting apparatus 
CP iccated at is check-point and the airplane 
grassio receiving sp22.Éatus is located on the air 
3ölaxne. 
Referring again to Sig. 2A, the pilot's radio 

PR has bean shown very conventionally and all 
the apparatus of this gerading and receiving equip 
ment; is º conventionally illist'tedi by the square 
PR. In order to show how a code received by the 
receiver PR may be superimposed upon the nes 
sage received by the pilot's receiving apparatus 
PIR, also located on the 8irplane, a contact 5 
of the relay TR controlled by the airplane receiver 
PR has been illustrated, and this contact 8 n.8y 
ignpose clicks on the earphones or pilot's head 
set PHS in accordance with the impulses of the 
code received. The pilot may of cogse Speak to 
the dispatcher through the Inedium of the pilot's 
microphone Plf. These clicies are preferably in 
the nature of distiactive tories which may be dis 
tinguished from other noises and these tones may 
be created by nonitoring one radio frequency 
with another or one of the nonitoring frequier 
cies may be the oile modulisation transnitted by 
the checks-point transmittei Cit. 
The airplane transmitter ii has been shown 

very conventionally and this trans initter trans 
mig a redio commuzicating impulse toward the 
ground each time the coriacts is associated with 
the code wheai P:C3 are closed, it of course being 
assumed that the radio frequency employed for 
the pilot's radio PR, ior the airplane transmitter 
PT and the airplane receiver FR are alli distinc 
tively diferent. As shown, the code wheel PC3 
is driven by a shaft, if through he Ynedium of the 
coding motor fif3, and it has associated there 
with two contacting or connutatos' rings CS 
and PC2. These ccminutator rings FC and PC2 
are employed to coat of the notor WI3 ared the 
relay TR3 through si:itable circuits a 2, nanner 
more fully descaric2.si i.e'ei after. 

Referring now to the airplane receiver 3, his 
radio receiver is turned to be receptive to radio 
frequency within a particular radio frequency 
band assumed to a transmitted oy he trans 
mitter CPT ott te relay TF, which folloWs the 
radio energy receivaä vili only 'espond is the 
radio frequency regelved falls withia this radio 
frequency pindi ardi i tine received radio frem 
quency is racdulated to a toine corresponding to 
the particular altituda ihe airplane is fiying at 
this tire. This is accomplished by enploying a 
contact. or &a at:y: ete. A? Which will select 
the prope toge for twich the receiver is recap 
tive for each altitudie the Shirplagae is ?iyirag. 33'or 
iristance, if the AirpaYae g ígydag et an altitudie of 
2000 aet, as itsgated, this cogntact will e 

? 
gage a contact 2 to use the receiver PR to re 
spond to a nodulation selected for the 2000 foot 
altitide and similariy, if the airplane flies to a 
higher altitude this contact will engage a sta 
tionary contact to tune tine apparatus to a modu 
lating grequency corresponding to such highe: 
altitude. The stationary contacts have been 
nurnered 2 to 9, inclusive, with the understand 
ing that these contacts represerat Baltitudes of 
2006 to 9t)00 feet, respectively. This contactor 7 
is preferably so constructed that it will always en 
gage at least one of the stationary cont&cts 2-3 

. and will never engage Yore than one. 
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Referring now to the agpparatus located at the 
check-point station CFS (see Fig. iB), it will be 
observed that the radio transmitter CPT pro 
vided with an antena, AT is inten died to com 
muricate With the 3irplaYxe receiver E": provided 
with an antenne, AT2. Sinilarly, it will be readily 
seen, as conventionally žªndiic?tedi, that the air 
plane transmitter PE provided with an antenna, 
AT3 îs inten died to com INLYnicate with ºthe check 
point receiver CPR provided with an antenna 
AT3. 
The check-point trainsanitter CP, convention 

ally illustrated by 2, rect3ngie, cornmunicates at 
carrier frequency which is nodulated to a Suit 
able tone frequency coresponsing to the tones 
2 to 3 inclusive to which the airplane receiver 
PR, will respond, one at , title, depending On 
the altitude the airplane is fiying, that is, depend 
ing on the position assuined by the contact of 
altimeter ALMii. As conventionally illustrated, 
these tones 2 to 9, each inclusive, are generated 
by tone generators 2 to 9', inclusive, conven 
tionally illustrated as connected to the various 
contacts 2 to 3, inclusive, of the altitude scanner 
AS. This altitude scanner AS includes a rotat 
able contact arm 2. A practice, this rotatable 
contact arm - 2 is roteting ait 8. li times except 
when radio communicatios between the check 
point transmitter CT 2nd the airplane receiver 

- PR, Bind between the 8ìrplane trºnSmitter FT 8nd 
the check-point receiver CiR is established. 

the contact 25 of this altitude Scanner AS may 
be rotated by the scaning notor via through 
the Inediurn of a clutch Cid. In otheir words, the 
rotat, ble arri, 22) which is crven by the Imotor 
Mi in the direction indicated by the 2."row loves 
£roim contact to contiac? and in so gioing Super 
inposes on the radio frequency waves emitted by 
the transmitting artenzia, AT1, as by modulat 
ing the radio frequency, a tone current corre 
sponding to the contact with which this rotary 
contact 28 is in engagernent. Nn Order to stop 
the rottable arm 263) on a particular altitude con 
tact, such as contact 2 for inst8Ince, a lock mag 
met LR, has been provided, vyhlich by being ener 
gized causes the latch pawi 2 to engage one of 
the teeth of the latc. wheel EW so as to prevent 
further rotation of the contact aim 20, this lock 
magnet LR, Sirhutaneously with such latching of 
the scanning sheit, 22 also opens the contact 23 
causing deenergization of the clutch magnet CM 
aghdi preventing furtier rotation of this shaft 22 
by he scanning motor it. On this scanning 
shaft 22 is aiso provided a rotataole contact arm 
3& which may engage similar contacts 2 to S, in 
ciusive, of an altitude detector A.D., which con 
tacts cornplete energizing circuits to altitude re 
lays A2 to A3, inclusive, These altitude relays 
A2-A9 are constructed to be slow to pick up to 
an extent that these relays will not respond when 
YLLL LLLLkkkeLSLLL stLLL 00 LLL GLLLLLLLL0LL s Ls LLGLG LLL 
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yf whick is detívedl tiž o gin the kaleš; cott (33 
3f the relay C4R. Ehese passis of radio CS3"rier 
requency energy have superia raggised thereon, 
hat is, are Modulated by to Ase r&Secties ge 
3rated by the tone generators 37 to 3 inclusive, 
one at a time. that is, a tone guise Cottrespond 
ng to tone generator 2T is first emitted by the 
nterana AT superiraposed of course ºon the 
arrier frequency, which is the followed by one 
plise S and then by tone pulse i, and si ora ur-- 
i ei of the tone pulses 2 to $, have beesa trans 
mitted, after which this cycle is repeated. 

Let uus now assume that the Eirplane Plane 
(see Fig. A) gets within the range of the radio 
Jeam transInitted by the Briteraa, AT, it, beig 
inderstood that the radio frequency is such end 
the antenna so designei &th Bí this ratiiation of 
radio w8ves by the antenna. As is directed main 
ty upwardly through a, inited angle of spread 
so that an airplane must be airinost directly over 
the check-point in order to respond to the ra 
diated energy. That is, in practice, the airplane 
remains in colnmunication with the check-point 
apparatus only for about one-half minute during 
its fight over tha check-point. 

Let us now assume that the airplane Plane is 
flying at an altitude of 2000 feet, and that its 
altimeter contact S is in engage: nent with sta 
tionary contact 2 of the aitineter Alvi. Undier 
this condition the airplane receiver 3, is re 
ceptive only if radio Waves of the proper fra 
quency are emitted by the entenna, A and 
then only if they are modulated at the rate of 
modulation effected by tone generator 2T. On 
the next rotation of the scanning contact 2 when 
it reaches the statiorary contact 3 of the altitude 
scanner AS, the energy trªnsmitted by fine Frans 
litter CFE through the Knedin of the alteraria, 

ATA to the receiver FR, will cause he relay Tit, 
carried by the airplane Plane to pick up and by 
the closing of its front contact 88 closes an en 
ergizing circuit for the motor Mi3. This causes 
the motor wi3 to Operate and close a Stick circuit 
for the stick relay TRP including the commuta 
tor contacts PC and stick contact, S. Rotation 
of the coding caÎn PC3 in B, clock Wise direction 
results in the closure of contact 63 of the air 
plane transmitter PT which results in the trans 
mission of radio frequency energy impulses fron 
the antenna AT3 to the antenna, AT4 resulting 
in the picking up of the relays CR, and SR. The 
picking up of the relay SR closes its front con 
tact 33 thereby energizing the lock. relay I R, and 
causing the latch wheel LW to be held in its 
contact 2 position by the latch as, in which po 
sition the rotary arn 20 stili engages the sta 
tionary contact segmert 2 of aittitude scanner AS. 
Energization of the ICC. in agnet R by the open 
ing of its contact 23 of course deemergizes the 
clutch maginet CM and removes the application 
of torque to the scanning shaft 22. It is thus 
seen that the check-point apparatus continues 
to transmit radio frequency energy modulated 
at the same rate as before from the trans initter 
CPT to the receiver PR on the airplane. 

Referring now to Fig. 2 the picking up of the 
relays TR, and TREPP on the airplane is indicated 
by the rise in graphs 62 and 63 whereas the pick 
ing up of the relays CF, Bnd SR, and the ener 
gization of the lock magnet LR is indicated by 
the rise in graphs 63, 85 and 36, respectively. 
The relay CR, will of course foi iow the code trans 
mitted by the coding cam *C3 asid this code 
consists of four in pulses folov7ed by three in 
pulses followed by two is puises as indicated by 
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the huringps on codi ízig wªyineal F? Oni 3:7 é?e 
dashes (36 is ëig. 2 of t22e dix’av7ings. 'EE'22's d:cie 
receiving Yelay Cr then regaats these ingrais3S 
4-3-2 &hrough the mediurn of its conis.c. 36. 
by i termittent ellergization of the ªccide recer.-- 
ing reiay CCR located in the disp8&c2Ser’s ofice 
IDO. It wiii be seex: thE3 ? ?khis code receiving ::re 
lay CCR, through the nediurn of its fror, con 
tacts 3 will cause the received code to 3 Se 
trans sited to the airplane by the iterrittent. 
energization of the relay O{CRF 35 the inter 
mittent opeging of its bact cost&ct 43, which 
contact 33 feeds tone energy Gº the radio trgas. 
mitter CBP’’. In other words, Es indicated by 
graph 62 in gig. 2 of the drawings the code trans 
initted by the airplane to the office is repeated 
back to the airplane by 2: "oif' period for each 
"on" period of the ground located relays as shown 
by graphs 56, 3 and 82 repressenting the relays 
CR, OCR, and OCRP in Fig. 2 of the drawings. 

Let us now observe intore specifically how he 
coding notor A3 on the airplane is energized and 
how it is detenergized after the codig CRT PC3 
has made one complete rewoitiion. Referring 
to Fig. A the original picking up of tie relay 
TR, causes energy to be applied through the me 
dium of its front, contact 62 through & circuit, ir 
cluding the notor M3 and the fox, contac i & 
of the relay ÁFRP. As soo? as the coding saft 
has turned through a small angle, and before 
the slow dropping relay TP has had an op 
porturity to drop, the commutator contacts CG 
and PC2 are both closed thereby closing a stick 
circuit for the relay RP including the contact 
PC and also including the stici contact is of 
the relay ''RP. The Yaotor iWI3 is Know alsc ëx2 
ergized through another or auxiliary circuit in 
cluding the front, contact E of the relay TRi 
andi including the connutator contact PC2. 
This auxiliary circuit for the notor M3 is pro 
vided so as to cause continuous operation of the 
moÉcr. M3 in spite of interinittent deenergization 
and dropping of the relay it. 
The relay TRPF is energized each time that the 

relay iR is picked up and is also energized so 
long as the motor M3 is energized, so that this 
relay TRPP Will assume its energized position as 
Soon as the coding motor M3 is initiated into 
Operation and Will renain either ContinouSiy oi. 
intermitterity energized until the relay TR is 
permanently deenergized. This relay TRPP is 
so slow dropping that it, Will not drop its contacts 
after complete deenergization of its windings un-- 
til about One-half minute of time has elapsed. 
In practice this cannot be readily done by a re 
jay of the ordinary construction and a special 
tinning relay including a dash-pot or other suit 
able time delay means may be enployed, if de 
sired. When the motor ViS has operated the 
coding wheel PC3 through its entire revolution 
the stick circuit for the relay TRF is broken at 
the commutator contacts FC thereby causing 
deenergization of this relay TRP and causing de 
energization of the notor M3 before the contacts 
PC 8 reclose. The relay TREP will not again be 
picked up until the slow dropping relay Tri 
has assurned its deenergized position, which re 
quires about one-half inninute, this by reason of 
the fact that the pick-up circuit for the relay 
TRP includes the back, contacts 3 of the relay 
TRPP and I of the relay TR in Series. In prec 
tice, as already pointed oit, an airplane is not 
within the radiating range of the '3nSinitier 
CPT at a, check-point for mora tinan about a knaig. 
iniaute and sikace the slovy dropping relay TRIPP 
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regaires about a gali-iute period to be oper 
ated to its deemergized position the airplane ap 
paratus of a particular airplane can only get into 
connunication once during a fight over , check 
point radio transnitter. 

Referring again to Fig. 2 of the dirawings time 
has now elapsed as indicated by the nine dashes 
58 representing the airplane ideratifying code and 
this code has not only been transmitted to the 
dispatcher's office as indicated by the jogged graph 
34 signifying the operation of the relay CR and 
received at the dispatcher's office as illustrated 
by the jogged graphs 75 and 82 illustrating the 
operation of the code receiving relays OCR and 
OCRP located in the dispatcher's office &nd check 
point, respectively, but has also been retransmit 
ted back to the airplane as indicated by the 
jogged graph 32, signifying the operation of the 
relay it constituting part of the receiver R, lo 
cated on the airplane. Plane. This code is re 
peated into the pilot's earphone FHS through the 
Imedium of contact i 5 of the relay TR. 

Referring agains to Fig. 2 it will be observed 
that altitude relay A2 has now been energized as 
indicated by the graph 3 and that the picking up 
of its contact 23 has caused deenergization of the 
relay AP. However, by reason of its slow drop 
ping characteristic, as indicated by the shaded 
portion of the graph 2, this relay AP has not yet 
aSSumed its deemergized position. Dropping of 
the stick relay TRP has, however, taken place 
and this is indicated by shaded portion of the 
graphi 3 of Fig. 2 of the drawings. In regard 
to the picking up of an altitude relay, such as the 
relay 82, this relay is slow to pick up, as con 
veniently indicated, and will not pick up during 
rotation of the contact airn 29 but will pick up 
if this contact arr stops on one of the station 
ary contact segments. 
As thus far described the check-point, located 

apparatus CPS has scanned the area directly 
above this location, and has found an airplane 
flying at the 2000 foot aititude, causing the scan 
ner to stop on the contact segmant 2 and result 
ing in the reception of radio waves by the air 
plane having a tone signifying the 2000 foot alti 
tude superimposed thereon. This resulted in the 
lock magnet R being magnetized which caused 
the apparatus on the airplane Piane to transmit 
a plane identifying code consisting of four im 
pulses followed by three impulses, followed by 
two impulses and the coding apparatus on the 
airplane has completed its cycle and has again 
been brought to : stop, 
As already pointed out the relay AP is very 

slow dropping, as indicated by the heavily shaded 
portion of line 7, and was held up throughout 
the entre tra NSmission of the airplane identify 
ing code to the dispatcher's office and back to the 
airplane. This relay AP has now reached its 
deenergized eosition as a result of which its back 
contact E has completed an energizing circuit 
through the motor i? 2 and including the front 
contact 33 of the stick relay AFP. As soon as 
the Inotor A2 has operated the coding shaft 8) 
through a sinali angle a stick circuit for the re 
lay APP is closed including the bsick contact 2 
of the relay A, the continutator contact, CFC 
and the stick contact 29 of this relay APP. The 
notor M2 will now continue in Operstion until 
the coding sha, 38, driven through suitable gears 
(not shown), has completed one conplete revo 
lution at which point the stick circuit for the re 
lay APP is broken at the commutator contact 
CPC. During this revolution of the coding shaft 

3. 
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35 the radio fix coding cara CPF, for identify 
the radio fix or check-point, at which it is ocal 
will transmit code elements to identify t 
check-point, which consists of four pulses in 
present instance. This is followed by a series 
pulses identifying the altitude at which the 
plane is fiying, which in the present instance ct 
sists of two pulses, will be transmitted by 
coding can CP2 because the altitude relay 
nCW aSSunes the energized position and all 
the other altitude relays A3-A9 assume their 
energized positions. 

It will be observed that he humps on the co 
ing cam CP2 do not overiap with the humps 
the coding can CPF so that the four inpu 
created by the cam CFF will be followed by t 
two impulses created by the coding can CP2. T. 
code will cause internittent picking up and drc 
ping of the code following relay OCR in the d 
patcher's office C-O througi, a circuit, which m 
be traced from the positive ternikal of a sou 
of current through back contact, 23 of the rei 
AP and through the contact CF controlled 
the coding cam CPF and through a multi 
branch circuit also including this back cont: 
23 of relay A and front contact 25 of relay 
and further including the contact C2 of the cd 
ing cam CP2 and from there on these two multi 
circuits converge into one circuit including t 
line wires 37 and the code following relay Oc 
located in the dispatcher's office. This code c0 
sisting of a group of four inpulses identifyi 
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the radio fix, followed by a group of two impuls 
identifying the altitude at which the airplane 
?iying, is indicated by the dashes Sß in Fig. 2 
the drawings. It will be observed that these co 
impulses result in corresponding picking up a 
dropping of the relays OCR and OCRP as shov 
by the graphs 5 and 32 of iig. 2 and is also i 
dicated by corresponding "off" periods in the e 
ergizing circuit for the relay TR, as indicated 
the graph 62 in Fig. 2 of the drawings. 

Referring to Fig. i? it will be observed tih 
the code transmitted f'orie airplane to the d. 
patcher's Office and consisting of an airplane ide 
tification code cannot overlap or interfere Wi 
the code transmitted by the coding cams C. 
and CP2 because the first of these codes is tra 
mitted through a circuit including the front co 
tact 28 of the reley AF whereas the second me 
tioned code is transkritted though a circuit i 
cluding the contact 23 in its deemergized po 
tion. 

Referring now to the graph 33 in Fig. 2 of t 
drawings, this graph shows that the relay Ol 
was picked up in response to the first code i. 
pulse transmitted to the dispatcher's office 
manifested by the relay OCR and was not dropp 
until the last element of the complete code h 
been transmitted, and that the reiay 5 controll 
by this relay CDC repeats this same operation 
the check-point location. This is shown in Fig 
by the graph 6. By referring to Fig. 2 it will 
observed that the apparatus at the check-poi 
and on the airplane is not returned to its inc 
mal condition immediately after the entire co 
has been retransmitted to the airplane ev 
though the apparatus located in the dispatche 
office is. This is due to the fact that the pa 
išticular altitude code which vyas assumed to ha 
been transmitted was a two-impulse code sign 
fying an altitude o 2030 fee; indi for this reas 
the coding shaft 3 had not completed its rot 
tion and this idle rotation of the shaft, 8 is inc 





3 
sponsive, code repeating, and decoding appara 
tus and that if desired this may be accomplished 
through the inedium of a radio communication 
system. It should also be understood that is de 
sired the answer-back code may be transmitted 
directly to the pilot without going through the 
radio transmitting apparatus located at the 
check-point or radio fix location. 

It should also be understood that, if desired, 
instead of having the airplane receiver PR ren 
dered responsive only to radio transmission of 8. 
particular radio frequency moduiated to & par 
ticular tone that this response may be through 
the medium of particular radio frequencies alone 
and irrespective of tone current nodulation. The 
tuning of the receiving apparatus PR would be 
accomplished in this case through the medium 
oi a contact similar to the contact on the alti 
meter. In other words, instead of using one radio 
carrier frequency and a plurality of tone re 
quencies a plurality of radio carrier frequencies 
without having a tone frequency Superimposed 
thereon may be employed, if desired. Since the 
convention a showing would be the same no addin 
tional drawings are deemed necessary. 
The applicants have thus shown and described 

one particular embodiment and slight variations 
of their invention and one manner in which their 
invention may be employed, and have disclosed 
this invention in a more or less conventional man 
ner. It is therefore desired to be understood that 
this has been done because radio communicating 
apparatus is well-known in the art and detailed 
circuits and apparatus including amplifier, recti 
fier and detector tubes are so well known in the 
art that specific disclosure thereof is considered 
and believed unecessary and it should be un 
derstood that the particular apparatus shown and 
described has been selected to show the nature 
of the invention and has not been illustrated to 
show the exact construction preferably employed 
in practicing the invention and it should be un 
derStood that various changes, modifications and 
additions may be made in practising the inven 
tion so long as these changes come within the 
scope of the following claims. 
What is claimed as new is: 
l. In connbination with ground station located 

radio transmitting apparatus, of means oper 
atively coupled to Sald radio transmitting appa 
ratus for Successively emitting radio beams char 
acterizing different altitudes, airplane carried 
radio receiving agparatus having tuned means 
adjusted to respond to such radio beams one at 
a time, and altitude responsive means operatively 
coupled to said airplane carried radio receiving 
apparatus for adjusting said tuning means of 
said radio receiving apparatus to respond only 
to a radio bean characterizing the altitude such 
airplane is fiying at at that time. 

2. In combination with ground station located 
radio transmitting apparatus, of neans opera 
tively coupled to said radio transmitting appa 
ratus for successively emititing radio beams char 
acterizing different altitudes, airplane carried 
radio receiving apparatus having tuned means 
adjusted to respond to such radio beans one at 
a time, altitude responsive means operatively 
coupled to Said airplane carried radio receiving 
apparatus for adjusting said tuning means of 
said radio receiving apparatus to respond only to 
a radio bearin characterizing the altitude such 
airplane is fiying at at that time, and means to 
cause said radio transmitting apparatus to con 
tinue for a limited time to ent a radio beam 
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characterizing a particular altitude if the air 
plane carried radio receiving apparatus has been 
adjusted by said altitude responsive means to 
Such altitude adjustinent, and has responded to 
the initial radio beam characterizing such alti 
tudie. 

3. in combination, a central office, a ground 
Station, an airplane carried apparatus, code cre 
atting means included in such airplane carried 
pp8)ratus for transmitting by radio a code idien 

tifying such airplane, code creating means at 
Such ground station having its operation gov 
erned by transmission of said airplane identify 
ing code for generating a code identifying such 
ground station, communicating means controlled 
by said code creating means for transmitting 
both of such codes over line wires to said cen 
tral office in non-overlapping succession, and 
radio communicating means for retransmitting 
over a distinctive channel both of said codes from 
Said central office to said airplane carried ap 
parati S. 

4. The combination of interrelated radio trans 
nitting apparatus at a check point ground sta 
tion and radio receiving apparatus carried by 
an airplane, interrelated radio transmitting ap 
paratus on Said airplane and radio receiving 
apparatus at said ground station, of means in 
cluding the radio transmitting apparatus at said 
ground station for successively emitting radio 
beams characterizing different altitudes, airplane 
carried altitude responsive means for adjusting 
the airplane carried radio receiving apparatus to 
render it responsive to a radio beam emitted by 
the ground station located radio transmitting ap 
paratus characteristic of the altitude the air 
plane is flying at at that time as manifested 
by such altitude responsive means, means re 
Sponsive to the reception of a radio beam ini 
tiated by Said airplane carried radio receiving 
apparatus and emitted by the airplane carried 
radio transmitting apparatus and received by 
the radio receiving apparatus at said ground sta 
tion for causing the radio transmitting apparatus 
at Such ground Station to continue to transmit 
the last transmitted radio beam for a predeter 
nined period of time, and means on said airplane 
for transmitting information to such ground sta 
tion identifying Said airplane through the medium 
of the radio tranSraitting apparatus on said air 
plane and the radio receiving apparatus at said 
ground station during said period of time. 

5. The combination of interrelated radio trans 
mitting apparatus at a check point ground sta 
tion and radio receiving apparatus carried by 
an airplane, interrelated radio transmitting ap 
paratus on said airplane and radio receiving ap 
paratus at Said ground station, of means includ 
ing the radio transmitting apparatus at said 
ground Station for successively emitting radio 
beams characterizing differenti altitudes, airplane 
carried altitude responsive means for adjusting 
the airplane carried radio receiving apparatus 
to render it responsive to a radio beam emitted 
by the ground station located radio transmitting 
apparatus characteristic of the altitude the air 
plane is flying at at that time as manifested by 
said altitude responsive ineans, means responsive 
to the reception of a radio beam initiated by said 
airplane carried radio receiving apparatus emitted 
by the airplane carried radio transmitting ap 
paratus and received by the radio receiving 
apparatus at said ground station for causing the 
radio transmitting apparatus at such ground sta 
tion to continue to transmit the last transmitted 



o beam fog a predeternized seriod of ine, 
ns on said airplane Sox gre. ESEgitting for 
ion to such groud statioi identifying &aid 
lane through the Eyedium of the ra?icº trºs 
ing apparatus ori said airplane and the radio 
iving apparatus st said ground statioia átir. 
such predetermined tine, and Knea?is a said 
ind station for through the Inediu En of 8&id 
rd statio located radio tal 2S3 iting &ppe” 
is asad said airplane carried 252dio receiving 
aratus traszintting InfoSºT8i?i identifying 
ground statio22. 

in corn;iznatioz, a ground statio located 
to transmitting apparatus, a ground Giation 
sted radio receiving apparattig, airgie (2S, CAM 

radio receiving apparatus as at aixiolate 
*ied radio transmitting apparatus, of 3ileans 
ratively associated with said ground station 
ked radio transnitting apparatus for caus 
such ag paratus to suiccessively emit S98, ce 
lations each characteriste ci a different 8lti 
e, airplane carried neasis including said air 
he carried receiving apparatus for causing thaa 
ratively associated airpiane carried Space 
iation transmitting apps.338g to translit 2. 
ce radiation when the operatively associated 
lane carried radio receiving aparatus re 
res a space radiation characteristic of the alti 
e the airplane is then flying at, and ground 
tedi code communicating Epparatus for trans 
ting to a distant point 3, code characteristic 
that altitude in response to the reception of 
çe radiation by the grot:Indi located radio rë 
ring apparatus from such airplane carried 
io transmitting apparatu:S. 
.. in a System Kor automaticaliy reporting the 
sage and identity of airpiaines fiying over a 
und station; equipmen o. €acia ai'Plane ir 
ding radio transmitting neans, a code send 
dievice and znea Els couplíng them together so 
to yhen rendered effective transmit, a radio 
te signal identifying that, airplane; receiving 
paratus at a ground station responsive to such 
Lio code signal for with exh, reca?yed coimrnu?nicat 
that code signali to a istant control ofice; 

i means partly at said grouild Station &nd 
tly on each of a plurality of passing airplanes 
i including he tra: Siništing means on Such 
rality of airplanes 323s said "eceiving appara 

, for rendering saic equiteits ora sa?i ir 
nies effective only ofte ae, a ?ine il 3, Sequence 
*d by the respective gititudias o said airplanes 
that time. 
3, in a systein of the character described for 
porting the passage of airgia,228 over a ground 
tion; transmitting means gt the ground sta 
n normally radiating i. e., inited area, over 
d statio. E carriežº requency having diistinc 
e tone Gd:l3Gas 'Sei3 tag to differenti alti 
ies automatically 3.pojolie?i tinereto successively 
a at a tine; neans car airplane including a 
io receiver, a radio rais2.iittei' at a? tria 
er means for iraYascisting On a di??erent fire 
ency a repor:g Signs i for a limited tirne osiy 
the moditulation of the carrierº freguency Madi 
di by said groundä sits2tion transmitting ears 
rresponds with the Eatitude at Which ?in? EiT 
me is then Fiying ag Riested by S&idi Saltin 

*r means; end ILSaC5 incusik ºg radio Feceiv 
g equipment at tie grotirai st3tic ges; 62nsive 
said reporting 8igas and incitading con Entºn 
ting appaiatus for eitcaiacally cofaauaicate 
g to a, diistar?, control ofice EM i AdiicatioYR ENGER 
sting the passage o? Sicia airpitze a such 
itu?e. 
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89. Er , Syster, cº automatically reporting to . 

LLLlL0Le ScGGLLLLLLL sLLL SLLLLLL Osk000L0 SLLLLL S LLLLLLLLmmmLLLLLLLL0L 
over a ground Statio2, translitting nearls at 
the ground station iO2 naily operating to r3diate 

Wardly throughout, a zone of Kraited extet, a 
glurality of radio bearing of distinctive character 
one at a tie ini succession to designate diferent 
alties, radio receiving ap;aratus QI). 22, Ch air 
plane autoratically adj Usted to be responsiye to 
only one of said stadio bears having the charac 
ter corresponing Yªyiti te altitude at whic?n that 
airpeiae is tiera flying; 8, radio regency trans 
GGLLLLkLLk S GG S LLL LLLLLL LLSLLLLlLLLLSLL S LLLLLLLLt 
initiated by the respons3 of said receiving ap 
paratus fox radiating for a, limited time a re 
porting signal, and neans at the ground sta 
tion responsive to said regioiting signal, whereby 
a plurality of airplanes that Inay be passing over 
8, ground: gttica ai diferent altitudes will re 
port heir passage orie at 2 time, as the ground 
station transnitting reans Siecessively creates 
the radic beans of the distinctive characters 
corresponding : With the i Krešpective. El titudes at 
which these airplanes are flying. 

10. A system ºor reporting the identity 9nc pas 
Sage of airplaynes over 8 ground station compris 
ing, transmitting means at the ground statior for 
radiatizag over an area, of inited extent, above 
the ground station a plurality of distinctive radio 
bears relating to different aitudes one at a time 
in Sticcessioi, 2, Kadio receiver or each airplane 
for operating an electro-responsive device, means 
including as eitineter for controlling seid re 
ceiver to catase operation of the electro-respon 
Esive device only in responsae to one - ?istinctive 
radio be3m corresponding vith the altitude at 
which the airplane is then flying, means on each 
airplane including a radic transmitter and a 
coding device having its operation initiated by 
saidi electro-responsive device for transmitting for 
3, inited tire a reporting signal including an air 
plazne identiºing code, 3nd neans at said ground 
Station for receiving said reporting signal and 
transnitting it to E, distant control office. 

1. in a Systern for autornatically reporting at 
2. distant point the passage of airplanes over a 
ground station, radio transmitting means at the 
ground Stasion including a scanner device nor 
553ailiy 3&üAliating 3 piya artiy civ?r a?, ?ilimited area, a. 
plurality o2 iaitiating radio beans of distinctive 
characters relating to different, altitudes one at a 
Siriae in Succession, a riorinally inactive radio 
örænsnitter o?t each airplane operable vhen set 
into operation to send automatically a reporting 
signal for a iii. ited time, means of the airplane 
for initiating operatiox of Said transmitter in 
response to the reception of an initiating radio 
beann naving the character corresponding with 
t?ne tittcie Ea; Which the airpla, ? is then flying, 
&rad Sree:3 at the ground station responsive to 
33id reporting Sig Zaals for €r&nSrnit?izag to a dis 
tant; Foi Et: S, co?ie sign El conformirag with the 
positio. O šie ScEneº device aš te timae a re 
porting signal is received, whereby the altitude 
of each passing dipla. Ke is communicated to the 
dista contro point. 

2. : an automatic airplate reporting systein 
of the character described, tra. Snitting appa 
ratus Ett a ground statican including a rotary 
scanner Aoingly operating to radiate upWardly 
over 3, 20; he of inited area, a carrier Wave nodu - 
lated wiwi: , plurality of distinctive tornes one at 
a time as tine scaraner rotates, means on am air 
plane includiisag an aikiLife detecting device for 
?endikag & 3'tüko si?: O3, a, çif, e?ert içequency 
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only if said carrier wave is the Iinodulated with 
E. One corresponding wy, he altitude at Walch 
the airpiane is ther flyiga g; and rears at the 
ground station responsive to SSid radio signal 
fog stopping operation of the rotary Scanner for 
8 liited tine, 

3. In a Systern for autoraticaly reporting the 
??833ge of airplanes over a ground station, radio 
&rA 13 mitting nieans at the ground Statio for 
radiating upwardly over a liaited area, e, radio 
Califier 78we, scsailing. In eans for altoiatically 
applying distiactive toxie Godilations to said 
c3&?File:F Tiyave or different altitudies one at a time 

r&pid Suceassion, means on each airplane in 
citing & ornally inactive radio transmitter 
Coperating at , different fregency from said cair 
are WYe 8; d responsive to the reception of the 
pf&CU' Yaduation of S3id c8,Trier "Wave cor 
responding WÈ the altitude at which that air 
28.36 is the flying for sending a reporting signal 

to the ground station, Inaans controlled by the 
reception of scid reported signal at the ground 
statio23 for discontinuing for a limited time oper 
atio of Said 3caning means and the change in 
the societics of the C&rrier Wave, and means 
responsive to 3ald reposting signal for commund 
cating to a distant control office a code corre 
spoiding with the nodulation existing upon re 
ception of a reporting signal and representing the 
altitude at which the airplane giving such report 
ing signal passed over the ground station. 

4. A systern for automatically reporting the 
2.88&ge O2 2-isolates over a ground station con 

pEising, transmitting means at the ground sta 
tio2 20:4nally operating to radiate upwardly over 
5, 2One of linited area each one of a plurality of 
Stadio beams of distinctive ciharacter in succes 
sic geisting to diesent operating altitudes for 
airpianes assing the ground station, means on 
each six piarie Sct into operation by the reception 
of a radio bears having the character correspond 
ing with the slicitide at which that airplane is 
ther) flying for $12, Snitting a radio reporting sig 
nal to tine ground station, a coder at said ground 
Station operable to tra. Sini, a code representing 
the titude of the airplane causing such report 
is signal, and nears associated with said ground 
station aid responsive to said 'eporting signal 
korº aU2OIRaitically initiiking operation o? saidi 
codes S.E for governing said transmitting means i 
80 sever 3, 2, charage in the character of the radio 
be&ir being radiated until after said codier oper 
ation has been conpleted. 

15. A system for reporting to a distant control 
ofice the pagsage ci ai planes over a ground sta 
ition aci tiez altitudes comprising, transmitting 
naans at the ground station including a scanner 
device for normally radiating in succession each 
one of a pirality of radio beams of a distinctive 
character, means on the airplane acting auto 
matically to send a radio reporting signal only 
When the character of the radio bean being ra 
diated is 3-ccordance with the position of said 
scannes device corresponds with the altitude at 
which said airplane is then flying, a coding device 
a? t?6 ground station operable to send any one 
o? 3, plurality o distinctive altitude codes to a 
distant (20Eaci office, and means at the ground 
8%gion restorsive to the reception of said re 
portisag sigia fox temporarily stopping the oper. 
8tion of SEid scanLler device and for initiating 
operation oil said coding device to send to the 
dist838 control office an altitude code correspond 

Svit the existing position of the scanner de 
ce 
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6. 

i6. In a Systein ior reporting the passage of 
airplanes over ground 6tatics, radio transmitting 
Imeans on each airpiene including a device foi 
creating a code signai distinctively identifying 
that airplane, a code sending device for each 
ground station operable to create a code char 
acteristic of that station, and aeans partly on 
the airplanes and gaitly associated with said 
grou3d stations and responsive to the reception 
of an airplane identifying code at a ground sta 
tion due to the passage of as airplane by said 
station for repeating that code over line Wires 
to a distant control office and for thereafter ini 
tiating operation of the code sending device at 
that ground station to send to said control office 
the identifying code for that ground station, 

it. In a Systern of the character described for 
automatically reporting tine passage of airplares 
Over a gº0UIld fiX, redio iransinitting Ineans at 
the ground station norinaily acting ito radiate up 
Wardly over a Zone of limited area, an initiating 
Space radiation, an airplaye carried radio receiver 
responsive to Said initiating space radiation when 
Such airplane flies over the ground fix, means 
on each airplane including a radio transmitter 
operating at a, diferent frequency from said space 
radiation for sending is reporting signal of limited 
duration to the grouzid station, said means in 
cluding means for causing the radio receiving 
apparatus On the airplane which is responsive to 
said initiating space radiation to initiate opera 
tion of seid transmitter, and means at the ground 
station including a coding device and automati 
cally set into operation by the reception of a re 
porting signal for sending to a distant control 
point a series of code pulses identifying the 
ground station and also interrupting the opera 
tion of S8id ground station transmitting means in 
accordance with such code, whereby the air 
plane receives a code identifying the ground sta 
tion a? the Same time the passage of 3uch air 
planeis automatically reported to a distantº con 
trol office. 

8. In combination, airplane carried radio 
transmitting apparatus, ground sation located 
radio receiving apparatus, airplane carried raeans 
including Said radio transmitting apparatus for 
transmitting to said ground station located radio 
receiving apparatus information disclosing the 
identity of the airplane carrying such transmit 
ting apparatus, and radio transmitting apparatus 
at said ground station and radio receiving appa. 
ratus located on such airplane for retransmitting 
to such airplane said information as received at 
said ground station and also transmitting addi 
tional information as to the identity of such 
ground station to such airplane. 

19. In combination, a ground station located 
radio transmitting apparatus, a ground located 
radio receiving apparatus, airplane carried radio 
receiving apparatus, airplane carried radio trans 
mitting apparatus, means including a rotatable 
shaft normally rotated and operably associated 
with said ground station located radio transmit 
ting apparatus to cause such apparatus to suc 
cessively emit space rediations of different chair 
acters one at a time each characteristic of a flying 
altitude for passing airplanes, an electro-magnet 
for at times holding said shaft at stop, means 
goverred by said ground located radio receiving 
apparatus for controlling said electro-magnet to 
bring said shaft to a stop and to thereby continue 
terrapore.'ily the then transmitted space radiation 

75 
characteristic, means or the airplane governed by 
said asplane carried seceiving apparatus and 
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regins governed by its associated receiving ap 
paratus in response to the reception of a 3pace 
radiation characteristic of the altitude in which 
the plane is then travelling for causing the asso 
clated transmitting apparatus to transnit a radio 
Signa characteristic of the identity of the plane, 
means at the ground station governed by the as 
sociated receiving apparatus for stopping opera 
tion of Said Scanning means during transmission 
from said plane, communication means associ 
8ted with Said ground station and governed in 
part by Said associated receiving apparatus and 
in part by said scanning means for transmitting 
to a distant station a code characteristic of the 
identity of S8id plane, the altitude of said plane 
&nd the identity of said ground station, and means 
on said plane governed by the associated ap 
paratus for preventing & subsequent operation 
of the transnitting apparatus in response to the 
reception of a radiation characteristic of its al 
titude for a predeterrained limited time. 

SEOGWICK. N. W.GHT. 
OSCAR S. ED. 
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